Reevaluaton of the usefulness of systematic bone scanning in initial staging and follow-up of small cell lung carcinoma, taking into account the serum levels of neuron-specific enolase.
The prescription of bone scans (BS) in the initial staging and follow-up of small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC) is a traditional attitude. The availability of the serum neuron-specific enolase (NSE) assay and budget limitations led us to evaluate retrospectively, in 57 patients, the consequences of a more selective attitude, namely to perform BS only in those patients with abnormal serum NSE levels. Both BS and NSE assays were performed in 47 patients referred for initial staging of SCLC; NSE levels were normal in 8 but in 2 of these cases (25%) secondary bone localizations with great clinical significance were discovered at BS. During follow-up, 59 BS were performed in conjunction with NSE assays; 45 NSE levels were in the normal range whereas 17 (38%) corresponding BS were suggestive of bone metastases. In conclusion, due to the frequent occurrence of false-negative results in patients with bone metastases, serum NSE levels proved to be useless in the selection for BS of patients suffering from SCLC.